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Since the 1990s there has been a renewed interest, methodologically as well as themati
cally, in the urban history of African cities, and the reviewed book 'The Strangers of New Bell. 
Immigration, Public Space and Community in Colonial Douala, Cameroon, 1914-1960' by Lynn 
Schier can be considered as part of this reveil. 2 Following in Anthony D. King's footsteps3, 
the author aims at bridging the gap between two different historical perspectives on ur
ban space: 'history-in-the-city' and 'history-of-the-city'. Schier seeks to elaborate on a 
new theoretical paradigm for understanding the role the city, interpreted as a social 'con
struct' as well as a physical artifact, played in African lives, rather than make it serve as a 
backdrop for these lives. 

On the one hand, she criticizes the approach of many historians dealing with social, 
cultural or political processes in the city, who tend to overlook the physical space or 'built 
form' in which these processes take place.4 This phenomenon has been strikingly de
scribed by Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch with reference to the conference/book 'African 
urban spaces in historical perspective': 'Ironically, in spite of the conference title, what was lack-
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ing most were discussions of urban space (without an 's'), while spaces (with an 's') are properly treated 
in the present book. Undoubtedly, historical spaces and cultural spaces (i.e., spaces as announces by the 
title of the conference) were here. How to say this? "Spatial Space" was barely there. 5 'On the other 
hand, architectural historians focusing on colonial architecture and urban planning of
ten neglect the social and cultural lives of those residing there and, moreover, regularly 
limit themselves to the neighborhoods of the colonial city inhabited by Europeans.6 

Willing to pay attention to historic invisible places and ordinary, in this case Afri
can, people, the author of this book focuses on what was often perceived by the colonial 
administration and planning apparatus as a 'non-place' or 'outside colonial space': the 
immigrants' or strangers' quarter of New Bell in Douala, the colonial capital of Cam
eroon. This quarter was frequently described by the European as well as by the African 
population ofDouala, as the 'bush' or the 'African village', disenfranchised as it was from 
the narratives of modernity and progress, structuring the history of the city centre. But 
although New Bell was considered by the community of'strangers', immigrating from 
remote regions within Cameroon and abroad, as an uncontrolled, uncolonised and even 
unurbanised space, perhaps reminding them of a distant, familiar, local world left be
hind, it was ultimately a new, colonial construction. 

After WWI, New Bell was established by the French administration according to 
plans designed by the former German administration, which intended to relocate Af
ricans in newly built quarters in the outskirts of the city separated from the European 
quarter by a one-kilometer zone, known as the Free Zone, and in this way reserve the city 
centre for Europeans only. Lacking detailed information behind the German administra
tion's motivation to create a separate strangers' quarter for non-Douala immigrants, this 
racial/ethnic segregation can be explained, according to Schier, as a typical characteristic 
of modern planning.7 Though not mentioned by Schier, it is likely that these segrega
tional features of colonial planning in Douala were not explained in racial terms by the 
colonial administration, but rather explicated under the pretext ofhygiene and sanitation 
or legitimated by modernistic zoning principles as was the case in many other French 
and British colonies. Anyhow, for the French administration, the Free Zone became the 
border where the civilizing mission ended and in 1925 New Bell was excluded from the 
official municipality - and as such was no longer the responsibility of city planners. Be
sides, it took until 1950 before the first map and census of New Bell were elaborated. As 
a result of this segregation, Schier argues that the colonial power relations were reflected 
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in the physical space of Douala, leading to places of marginalization and exclusion, ne
glected by urban planners and developing in a rather informal way. Therefore and contin
uing this reflection, we would like to notice that 'the informal city' can be considered as 
an intrinsic part of the colonial African city instead of a recent phenomenon. 8 However, 
although many Africans, in particular the Douala elite, opposed their expropriation out 
of the city centre, the strangers ofNew Bell did not perceive the reinforced segregation as 
a crisis, but rather as an opportunity to create their own space beyond ethnic differences 
among the diverse population of strangers. 

After a profound introduction on the objectives and methods of the book (Chap
ter One) and a brief history and demographic overview of colonial New Bell (Chapter 
Two), Schier zooms in on the community ofNew Bell itself. By means of some significant 
social-economic parameters as money, crime and alcohol Schier studies communal as
sociations in New Bell and the way these are reflected in the 'built form' of some small
scaled localities such as the neighborhood, the street and the bar. At this point (Chapters 
Three to Six) she shows that most of the actions of the immigrants of new Bell can be 
observed as ordinary maneuvers, part of the everyday dynamics of African cities, which 
are more shaped by coincidence than entering into direct dialogue or confrontation with 
the colonial state. For instance, while local alcohol production was illegal in Douala, 
mainly to protect the sale ofimported beer and wine from France, the consumption oflo
cally produced palm and maize wine by some New Bell women was, partly because of the 
relaxed attitude of the French administration towards New Bell residents, a widespread 
phenomenon which gave rise to an alternative world ofleisure and entertainment as op
posed to the European-styled dance halls and bars in the center of Douala. With respect 
to this subject Schier argues that 'the stark contrast between drinking establishments in New 
Bell and the Douala quarters serves as a metaphor for much of the difference in the experiences of each 
quarter under colonial rule'.9 Consequently, the sharing of a drink was foremost a significant 
manifestation of community life and popular culture, generally dissociated from ethnic
ity or religion, and was only rarely inspired by anti-colonialism or nationalist resistance. 
Moreover, even after WWII, the immigrants' support to the pan-ethnic nationalist mo
bilization may possibly be interpreted as an expression of a more general feeling of dis
satisfaction, often paradoxically caused by the deteriorating economic conditions and 
enhanced ethnic competition as a result of the massive influx ofimmigrants after the war 
- and not so much as a form of political protest. 

The author of this book principally aims at elaborating an alternative, more critical 
historical interpretation of community building in the colonial city, with the notion of 
community as population group as well as physical neighborhood. By focusing on the 
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community of immigrants, the strangers' quarter of New Bell, and thus on other routes 
of knowledge and communication than those shaped by the mrnopole -colony axis alone, 
Schier challenges the nation -state as a primary category of analysis and by this positions 
herself within a fundamental debate in African historiography. 10 Furthermore, by taking 
the urban neighborhood as the focus-point, she rejects, next to the national, also the su
pranational as the framework to assess communal alliances. While the strangers of New 
Bell may often be assumed to be powerless in respect to city-building and in comparison 
to the French administration and the Douala elite, they actually possessed multiple means 
for contesting, resisting and appropriating their environment. But notwithstanding the 
deserving efforts of the Subaltern Study Group in their rejection of elitist histories, Schier 
warns not to read every experience of ordinary people as an act of resistance and fall into 
the trap 'to replace the cliche of'the ,great men' into another, that of crafty rebels, who mastered their 
everyday life with supreme ease and were always ready to play a trick on the poweijitl'. 11 Instead of 
visualizing the city as an arena of conflict and struggle or romanticizing it, Schier shows 
how 'living in the margins of colonial rule' could open up unexpected possibilities and 
opportunities for cooperation and alliances among the strangers ofNew Bell and thereby 
lead to a certain African autonomy. Hence, we like to notice that the inventive strategies 
of Africans, often a vibrant mix of traditional and hyper-modern tactics, described by an
thropologist as AbdouMaliq Simone and Filip de Boeck in contemporary African cities, 
can be considered as part of an enduring and historically - based process of Africans to 
overcome social, economic and physical marginalization and long-term neglect. 12 

Although the conclusion (Chapter Seven) with respect to content only slightly dif
fers from the introduction (Chapter One), Schler's book can be considered as pioneering 
in the field of African urban history regarding method as well as content. 'The Stran,gers 
of New Bell' offers the reader a textured and nuanced view of colonial Douala, and more 
specifically of the strangers' quarter of New Bell, as the author analyzes the city through 
innovative lenses and interdisciplinary frames without losing intellectual rigor. Schier 
accurately shows the important role and agency of immigrants in the history of African 
cities and, more general, the colonial encounter without falling into the commonplace 
representation of African cities as sites of chaos and struggle.'3 It would definitely be 
interesting to see more comparative research on African cities along the lines Schier has 
drawn in this book. This type of research would undeniably confirm that there are much 
more continuities than ruptures between colonial and post-colonial African cities as of-

10 With regard to this, Schier refers to the influencing book of Frederick Cooper and Ann Stoler. (1997). Between 
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ten presumed. Although the author of this book only to a small degree pays attention 
to the post-colonial era and even if she stresses the fact that cities as well as societies 
are flexible entities, she emphasizes the extent to which cities, physically as well as so
cially, bear the footprint of their past, underlining the importance of historical research 
on urban space. '4 However, despite the creditable urge of Schier to work towards a more 
'spatialized' urban history of African cities, her approach is certainly not the one of an ar
chitectural historian as many questions from this viewpoint remain unanswered: Was the 
Free Zone as vacant as was designed by the French administration or was it gradually be
ing appropriated during colonization as was the case in many other colonial cities in sub
Saharan Africa? Why was the German concentric layout for New Bell never implemented 
when the French took over the plan? In which ways was the quarter ofNew Bell modified 
and molded after the main arteries had been laid out by the French? Which forces and 
ideas have been impeding the FIDES development plans for New Bell in the late colonial 
years? Thus, even while Schier uses a wide variety of sources, like archival documents and 
oral histories, we believe that the actual 'mappin,g of places as they are made and remade' would 
have provided additional information on the process of place-making in Douala. Moreo
ver, as Nasr and Volait argue in their book 'Urbanism. Imported or exported? Native aspirations 
and forei,gn plans', the study of the blockage of some proposals, the alteration of some 
plans, the divergence in visions and the conflict in interest of the multiple actors involved 
in the planning and shaping of the built environment, could have revealed additional 
information on power relations in the city. As a consequence, the attempt of Schier to 
include a 'history of places' in this analysis of colonial New Bell has been accomplished 
with varying success, probably causing the feeling that, while this book provides an ex
cellent image of the society of strangers of New Bell, we got only a small glimpse of its 
physical configuration. 
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